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Some time before D Day we asked Mr. Bartlett to record for us the look and jeel oj England
during the first jour days oj the invasion. We print his diary report just as he wrote it, without
arry revision based on hindsight.
This is the way things looked in England then.- The Editors

The following pages constitute a diary
HE most decisive event in the history .
of the world," wrote the Sydney of the first four days of the invasion, writDaily Telegraph. "The most dra- ten with all the objectivity that I can
matic moment of modern times," wrote command.
the Melbourne Age. "The outcome of the
uesday, June 61h. I turned on the radio
battle will decide Europe's fate," wrote
for the 8 A.M. news. The announcer
Folkets Dagblad of Stockholm. "In all
history there is no record of any event of spoke about special warnings which had
such significance," wrote Diorio Illustrado been broadcast to our Allies in western
of Santiago de Chile. "An event the date Europe. There was even a mention of
of which will be learned by every school German reports of Allied invasion barges
child in the future," wrote the Gazette de off the French shore. But I was staying
Lausanne. "June 6,1944, will enter the an- in a hotel in a quiet and comfortable little
nals of the Second World War as one of town between the wild country of Exmoor
the great days of history," wrote Moscow's and the Bristol Channel, and most of the
Red Star. "The greatest military opera- hotel guestswere either elderly retired peotion the world has ever seen," wrote El ple whose days of struggle were over or
Commercio of Lima, Peru. ,"The fate of people who had been bombed out of their
the war and even of the whole world de- homes and had taken refuge in this peacepends on this invasion," wrote the Turkish ful part of the world. Four years ago,
paper Tan. "Britain has been preparing night after night, one heard aircraft flying
for the day of vengeance. This day has overhead to South Wales and one could
now come. Heroic and glorious as it see the fires blazing along the northern
should be," wrote the Jornal do Brazil of shore of these narrow waters that stretch
Rio de Janeiro. And so on around the up to the ancient port and city of Bristol.
globe. But history is so undramatic when But four years is a long time. And escapyou live it. It seemed to us, on this air- ism is a very contagious disease. So nocraft carrier known as the United King- body at breakfast had much to say about
dom, less exciting and sensational.
the news.
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NeverthelessD Day has come. Yesterday I was told flatly and firmly by an
elderly and querulous ex-officialfrom one
of the remoter British colonies that there
would be no invasion of Europe. 'He was
distressedand indignant when I reminded
him that this view was shared by many of
the Communists. Another "phony war"
legend has been destroyed.
The calmness of it all! I was told later
that in London many people who did not
hear the morning news bulletins knew
nothing of the invasion until midday.
Even in the officesof SHAEF one young'
man of my acquaintance heard the news
only when it was over three hours old.
There was no shouting, no cheering, no
excitement, and little comment. In some
factories the hum of machinery lessened
while the special invasion announcement
was broadcast. But the pause lasted only
a minute or two.
Everything went on so much as usual
that a puzzled American officergrew quite
angry with his English secretary. "Don't
you care?" he demanded. She cared.
But with us in Britain probably more than
with you in America, tension has relaxed
but anxiety has taken its place. We are
so much nearer the fighting. So many of
our homes have already been bombed.
Above all, we have had so many setbacks
that vJe dare not be jubilant.
Four years ago yesterday Mr. Churchill
made his great speech of defiance in the
House of Commons. "We shall defend
our island whatever the cost may be. We
shall fight on the beaches. We shall fight
on the landing grounds, in the fields,in the
streets, and in the hills. We shall never
surrender." Yes. We care. But experience has taught us to be cautious. Four
years ago, in the lazy warm June weather,
those of us who live in southern England
could hear the guns across the Channel
pounding the beaches of Dunkirk. It
sounded as though someone ever so far
away were slamming a door. But it was
a horrid and sinister noise that we cannot
forget. And ever since those days all the
preparation in our training camps, all the
work in our factories, has been carried
out with the intention of somehow and
some way sending another expeditionary
force across the Channel to France to be-
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gin the liberation of Europe and to remove
the humiliation of our own defeat. Now
that expeditionary forcehas sailed. In the
words of the most popular national daily
newspaper, the Daily Express, "All that
'there is in us crosses the sea today-our
land is empty." But as on September 3,
1939, so now on June 6, 1944, there is a
strange feeling of anticlimax.
Then we expected immediate and terrible air raids and gas attacks; now we expect the immediate use against us of some
of the secret weapons of which preliminary
and unpleasant details have reached us
through neutral countries. In these first
hours of invasion there is no such disturbance. But, much more than that, the
sense of anticlimax comes from the fact
that there is nothing immediate and new
that we civilians can do. Life goes on too
much as usual.

As

a member of Parliament I am visit-

1"\.. ing my constituency, which contains
some of the richest agricultural fields and
also some of the wildest moorland in the
south of England. D Day has come, but
there is nothing I can do to help. So, in
common with most other people in this
country, I set out today to fulfill my normal program.
I spent the morning in a remote little
village through which the Romans, whose
example in invasion Hitler had failed to
follow, used to bring the iron ore from the
great range of hills that overshadow it: a
village so remote that in it one is tempted
to look upon the war as an annoying act
of God or the devil which has added immensely to the work and also to the wealth
of the farmers, but has robbed them of
their sons and workers. Two land girls,
felling trees with great lumber axes, were
the first people who told me definitely that
Allied troops were on French soil. They
had heard the news when the normal radio
program, blaring out from a neighboring
cottage, had been interrupted so that this
announcement could be made.
, Until the war had turned them into
incipient experts in forestry, both these
girls had served in stores in large cities:
One of them had a husband who, she
believed, would now be on .his way to
France. Their foreman, an ex-soldier.of
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the last war, who had been bombed out of~ minded film director in Hollywood: Even
his home at the naval base of Portsmouth, then, despite the growing difficulties of
said something that, I think, is at the back traffic, there were a few holiday-makers in
of most people's minds in England today. its tea shops. Some were earnest walkers
"This is the end of Jerry, but I expect he with rucksacks. Others betrayed their urwill take a lot of punishment before he's ban origin by tenderly pink nosesand foreknocked out. And so shall we." These heads, by their awkward use of their walkwere people whose lives had been very ing sticks, and by their drooping bunches
directly affected by the war, but somehow of country flowers. Along the village
the age-old quietude of the valley made street came hundreds of American soldiers
their worries and the world war that was marching in Indian file. These men are
now, I suppose., on the other side of the
the cause of them seem insignificant.
One old farmer, a few miles away from English Channel; and I hope that they carthe home of Lorna Doone, leaned over a ried with them not the impression of a few
gate and showed me his wheat. He spoke tourists heedless of the terrible ordeal that
less as a man who was thinking mainly the united armies are about to face, but an
about the number of sacks of grain to the impression of quiet beauty that will
acre and the money in his bank account strengthen them in this ordeal.
What most amazes us in the villages of
than as' a man who had a deep sense of
responsibility toward the nation. . He had England is the variety and size of your
helped to double our national production American equipment of war. A few
offood since the outbreak of the war. But nights ago I was in a West Country town
he checked himself in the middle of his and throughout the night, without one
grumbling about the weather in order to interval exceeding a quarter of an hour
ask whether the chalk cliffs of France in duration,' heavy American convoys
stretched as far west as our own coastline. lumbered through. There' could be no
I was not sure, but I thought that they did. thought of sleep for those of us overlooking
He looked at his wheat in silence, and then the main road, and in the half-light we
took his pipe out of his mouth to recall to watched guns of a caliber that we should
me how he had tramped the chalk roads of expect to find only' in fortresses moving at
Picardyduring the last war. He paused thirty miles an hour or more toward the
for a while and then said, "Perhaps we're .Germans.
Cottages which have survived five hunbetter as we are," and I left him reinforced
by the conviction that, however little he dred years of English history collapse
from the reverberations, and those of us
said, he also cared.
whose work still entitles us- to use autoTN London, evidence that this lack of mobiles consider that we should no longer
Jl excitement was not due to apathy was be looked upon with envy by our less
supplied by the long queues waiting to buy privileged compatriots. A dozen times
newspapers at the street corners. Indeed, in the past two days, as I have been driving
in places there was a scramble instead of a along one of those winding country roads
queue, and that in itself is remarkable, for that are the peculiarity of England, I have
we have all learned in four and a half been met by a jeep flying a red flag and
years of war to stand in orderly lines, to carrying a passenger who waves me anxqueue for our rations or our film shows or iously to the side of the road. As I jam
my automobile against the hedge, four or
our motor busses.
I wonder how your American soldiers five incredible steel monsters come lumhave felt as they passed through the sleepy bering along in the wake of the jeep.
English countryside on their way to their What their purpose may be I have no
ports of embarkation for the invasion idea. I only know that to the anxious
coast. Yesterday afternoon I was in one English driver they appear to be nearly as
of the show villages of England-a village large as the Houses of Parliament, far more
with its wide main street overshadowed by complicated than a combine harvester,
a great castle as imposing as anything that and rendered unnecessarily monstrous by
could be imagined by the most feudal- a bright red light which flashes on and off
o
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sense of newspaper values: The fact that
Portugal has stopped the supply of wolfram to Germany did appear on the front
page of most of the morning papers, but
it was only worth four or fivelines. Colonel Beck, the Polish Foreign Minister
who made the blunder, so tragic for his
country, of believing that Hitler could be
appeased, has died in Rumania; this
event is also worth only a line or two.
For our newspapers were long since cut
down to four pages, and something like
ninety thousand words of invasion news
reached their officesyesterday.
In some papers the front page contains
no reference to the armies pushing on
north of Rome. And yet the conquest of
that city is, one of the great events of the
war. Had it not taken place ten days or
more before it had been anticipated, and
had not the invasion of France itself been
postponed for twenty-four hours, the
American and British, French and Polish
troops who have fought their way across
the grim mountains of Italy would have
found their achievements chronicled in a
few insignificant columns. That would
be unjust, for the lossof Rome is one of the
heaviest blows to German pride; but what
news can compare with the details of the
invasion? I read that yesterday at least
thirty-one thousand Allied airmen flew
over France, and the fact that my own son
is one of such a multitude seemed to lessen
his danger and my own anxiety. Nothing
in the war news is so surprising as the absence of the Luftwaffe. From Sweden,
Switzerland, and other countries comes
the same expressionof surprise as you hear
in every English town or village. Even
ednesday, June 7th: The window of the Spanish press is critical.
For months the roads to the south coast
my hotel bedroom rattles in the
slightest breeze. But now the noise has have been crowded with war material.
taken on a new and alarming significance. Tents have sprung up under every tree.
I lay awake from dawn wondering about A hundred Royal Air Force policemen
the thousands of men who are crossing on have been under canvas in the wood beinvasion barges and who must fight the hind my cottage, and there is no airmoment they land. All kinds of seasick field within miles which could have exremedies have been tested out on them, plained their presence. Mysterious sign:'
but it seems to me that the wind has be- posts have directed those in the know to
come a gale. From now onward, every- munition dumps dotted about the countrything that happens has to be looked at in side. However careful the camouflage;
relation to its effect on what General the preparations for invasion could not
be concealed from the Germans. And
Montgomery calls "the Allied team."
Thus there is complete change in the yet, in the first twenty-four hours, not one

like an angry bloodshot eye: All these
disturbances of our normal way of life are
noted not with resentment but with awe
and almost with sympathy for the Germans whosebehavior to us and to the people of the European continent has brought
such weapons of destruction against them.
Dunkery Beacon is the highest hill on
J!txmoor--we, indeed, like to call it a
mountain. This evening I spoke at a
meeting in a village perched on its mighty
slope. The meeting differed from an
ordinary meeting on an ordinary day only
by the fact that at nine o'clock we turned
on the radio to hear the King's speech.
It did .not seem odd to us that most of this
speech should be a call to prayer, for we
\ realize the magnitude of our task. The
members of the audience listened in silence
and then tramped back over the hills to
their farms. But the nature of the struggle
before us was brought out both by that
speech and by General Montgomery's
messageto his troops. "To us is given the
honor,'; he said, "to strike a blow for freedom which will live in history: and in the
better days that lie ahead men will speak
with pride of our doings." It does not
often happen that a general sends his men
into battle with four lines of poetry ringing
in their ears.
.
An American friend summed up to me
the spirit of my own compatriots in this
moment of crisis. "This country," he
said, "is not emotional, for it has been for
too long in' the front line, and it is not
exactly religious; but there is today about
its people a piety which takes one back to
Cromwell."

W
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enemy aircraft has bombed the invasion
ports! It may be-it must be-that the
Germans are saving up the Luftwaffe
until it can co-operate with the army in the
great and inevitable attempt to drive
us back out of France. But however
cautious we want our estimates to be, we
cannot avoid the conviction that only a
desperate shortage of machines would
compel the Germans to leave such targets
unharmed.
And today I heard with joyful amazement the absurd statement in a German
broadcast to Britain that during last night
"the intense activity of the Luftwaffe
was the most outstanding feature of all
military operations" !
How much the enemy knew, one cannot
tell. Foreign diplomats in London now
admit the wisdom of our isolation from
the rest of the world. Steps to ensure
secrecy were admirable. Whole towns
were cut off, with their public telephone
boxes sealed and their letters censored.
But there were indications nevertheless.
"I knew on Saturday and Sunday that
it was coming," writes an American
woman working in a Red Cross canteen in
the ancient city of Bath. "I knew when
the men brought me little gifts of chocolates and cigarettes and sewing materials.
I knew they were saying good-by and
thank you, and I dared not let them or
anyone else know that I knew. Then on
Monday night when all the convoy trucks
had their camouflage nets fastened on
them I realized that at last D Day was close
at hand. I spent the night at my window
trying to see the never-ceasing planes that
roared overhead. I was ashamed, but I
could not help it; I cried like a child as I
stood there in the dark listening and knowing what it meant."

I

back to London in conditions
of astonishing normality, apart from
the passing of a few trucks with red flags
and discouraging warnings that they contained explosive. We had been reminded
that German paratroops might be dropped
from our skies to interrupt communications; and I had expected road barriers
and strict examination of our identity
cards. But one came. into London unquestioned and undisturbed.
MOTORED
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It was a different London; however'.
For most of the American soldiers, who for
months past had been crowding the neighborhood of Picadilly Circus, had gone.
I found that the restaurants were almost
empty, partly because so many of them
. had been filled by soldiers, and partly
because civilians wished to be at home and
to miss no details that could reach them
through the loudspeaker. There were
crowds, however. Some of them were
outside the newsreel theaters to see the
first pictures of the invasion. Others I
found in the great press room at SHAEF
headquarters.
For a few moments in that press room
I was bewildered. There were scores
of newspapermen I had known for years,
but they had suddenly
become
strangers. Then I realized that nearly
all of them were dressed in khaki. One
or two of them had. already flown over
Normandy and their accounts of the invasion fleet they had seen below them
were among the scores of stories spread
out on a great table for the benefit .ofthe
less fortunate or less adventurous.
On the tape machine I noticed a quotation from a correspondent in France of a
Swiss paper. It ran: "Frenchmen have
laughed today for the first time in four
years," and I went home encouraged and
elated.

T

hursday, June 8t"~ Another night with
no air-raid alert and with no disturbance beyond the trembling of the
whole sky as the bombers flew overhead
toward the coast.
For months some of us have been hearing details of a great German rocket gun
with such destructive power that one would
have considered the reports of it ridiculous
if they had not been believed by people
with much more information and technical
knowledge, and if day after day our own
aircraft had not dropped hundreds of
tons of bombs on "military objectives"
in the Calais area. This gun, we had
been told, was being reserved for use
against London and the southern ports
when the invasion began: And still it
has not been used. As with 'the absence
of the Luftwaffe attack, the news seems to
be too good to be lastingly true.
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. -One of the stories on the pr~ss table at
SHA:EFstated that"the Allied armies had
gone through the German beach defenses
"as though they were made of tissue
paper.'! The casualties have been so
much smaller than had been expected,
and the German forces have included so
many non-Germans with no desire to
fight for Hitler, that optimism has got a
lillie out of control. We have to make a
distinction between the extraordinary mixture of Europeans who are being compelled to fight for Germany and the
Germans themselves, and perhaps even
between those Germans who are nonpolitical and those others who are fanatical
militarists or National Socialists. Some
accounts from the beachheads deal with
scores or hundreds of enemy troops who
have surrendered at the first opportunity,
but others deal with the desperate and
courageous resistance shown by German
officersand snipers. It would be unfair to
our own armies if the toughness of these
men were underestimated.
Therefore most of us in Parliament were
pleased this morning when Mr. Churchill
warned us against the idea "that these
things are going to be settled in a rush.".
Mr. Churchill's statement was brief
and businesslike and the House was unemotional: It went on to discuss a bill to
supply water to rural cottages and farms,
and one might easily have concluded that
it did not care what was happening across
the Channel, had it not been for the
crowd of members that stood round the
news-tape machine in the corridor outside
the members' smoking room. Only once
before have I seen similar crowds in that
corridor. That was four years ago when
item after item brought news of defeat and
disaster, but not of despair,
FIND our Allies from other parts of
western Europe than France a littlejealous. The first reports are coming in of
the welcome given by the French civilians
to the British and American troops. The
Dutch, Belgians, Norwegians, and Danes
are distressed that their turn has not yet
come, and they are elated by a warning
broadcast to fishermen in all countries
bordering on the North Sea either to stay
in port or to get back to port as soon as

I
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possible: It -is little depressing-or is
it encouraging?-that within sixty hours
of this great and complicated attack on
Normandy people should be expecting
other and yet more complicated invasions
across wider seas. One good feature is the
intense nervousness on this score that is
shown by the German commentators.
There is also a good deal of speculation
about the intentions of the Soviet Union.
Those people who assured us in 1942
that the Russian armies would collapse
in a fortnight are now suggesting that
Stalin will keep them out of the battle
while the British and Americans suffer
their proportion of casualties. There is
less than no evidence for this suggestion,
and better-informed people believe that
within a week the Germans will be fighting desperately on three fronts. Nevertheless, during the months of preparation
for the invasion our local Communists
have scrawled up on so many walls the
slogan, "Strike now in the west," that the
News Chronicle has today succumbed to
temptation. Its cartoonist portrays a fiery old gentleman in top hat, black coat,
and striped trousers surreptitiously chalking up, ~'Strike now in the east.f
riday,June 9th. This has been a depressing day, for the rain has poured
F
down and the low clouds have made accurate bombing of roads and railways
intensely difficult and dangerous. Also
accounts given by correspondents from
the beachheads show how tremendously
the rough sea has complicated the task
of landing men and material, and it is
obviously essential that we should be accumulating reservesto meet the inevitable
counterattack.
Two encouraging conclusions about the
invasion stand out a mile, however. One
is that the co-operation among the three
fighting services has been admirable. I
have been amused how sailors and soldiers
praise the work of the airmen, how sailors
and airmen praise the men whose landings
they have made possible, and how completely confident the soldiers are in the
protection given them by the othertwo
services.
.
The highest praise of all perhaps goes
to the men whosejob it has been to clear
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away the mines. In a very few hours
some ten thousand men in minesweepers
had to prepare the Channel for the invasion fleets. Then came the engineers
to clear up the beaches. The highest
military experts had been very worried
by the number and variety of German
shallow-water obstacles, and we did in
fact suffer fairly heavy losses as a result of
them. But the engineers did their job
so speedily that within twenty-four hours
ships were lying so closely alongside each
other that there were few gaps between
them, and that blessing of modern warfare,
the Sommerfelt track of wire mesh, had
been laid along the beaches to provide a
road.
In all this orgy of mutual congratulation the lowest measure of praise
goes to the luckless meteorological experts
who cannot control the weather.
The second outstanding conclusion is
that the methodical care given to the
preparation of the invasion has destroyed
an inferiority complex about the Allied
generals. There is not in' this country
the same exhilaration about the invasion
as there was about the Battle of Britain
four years ago, partly because we were
then overwrought
and living on our
nerves and partly because we have had
four years of food rationing and of air
raids in the interval; but this recovery of
confidence in our military leaders is too
important to pass unmentioned.
It helps
to explain why there is so great an increase
of production in our war factories.
The German propaganda has also stimulated that recovery of confidence, for
it has been remarkably wild and absurd.
On Tuesday it declared that our losses
had already been so great that the Allied
High Command was likely to break off the
operation, "should this still be possible
considering the binding promises given
to Moscow."
A few hours later it was
claiming that the Allies had "flung their
last trump card on the table" and could
no longer withdraw.
Yesterday morning
it claimed that the German army was
rapidly reducing the bridgehead, and by
the evening it was explaining that just
because he was defeated General Montgomery was being compelled to extend
his area of occupation.
One broadcaster
criticized the "brutality .and ruthlessness
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of the Anglo-American leaders toward
their own men," since they had chosen
the most strongly defended sector of the
Atlantic Wall; and another explained
how the wide beaches of this sector made
it the most obvious place to choose for an
attack.
The British were assured that the
invasion was being car~ied out because
Moscow had ordered it, and the Americans were given the reason that General
Eisenhower wanted to assure the re-election of Mr. Roosevelt. 'Before the invasion began the world was told that the
preparations were "the greatest piece of
bluff in history," and when it had begun
there were many assurances that the Ger-'
man High Command had known everything about it in advance.
These confusions suggest not only that
the Germans are desperately anxious to
convince the world that they hold the'
initiative, but also that the United Nations did at least achieve an impressive
tactical surprise. They confused the enemy by their intense diversionary bombing of the Boulogne area and by landing
in daylight and at half tide and not in
darkness at high tide. But, more important still, they were able to land on open
beaches because for years they had been
experimenting in secret with landing craft
that can be converted at a moment's
notice into landing jetties. They have
thus put ashore an army of considerable
size with all its heavy equipment without
having control of a single harbor.
And
that the Germans have not been able to
explain away.

D

EsPITEthese encouragements; I find
more and more people who are glad
that Mr. Churchill uttered his words of
warning. For our military experts will not
consider that the bridgeheads are safe until
our armies have pushed fifty miles inland
from the coast. To some extent political
experts share their view. The Germans
now have only one small possibility of
avoiding absolute defeat. If they could
choose exactly the right moment for a
counterattack,
they might conceivably
drive the Allies back into the sea and, at
the same time, capture or destroy so much
of our material and equipment that another invasion would be either impossible
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or very much delayed. In either case,
Hitler might hope for a negotiated peace
instead of a complete defeat.
Even now, when more and more French
territory is being liberated and more and
more reports from different parts of occupied Europe show how much the invasion has stimulated resistance to the
Germans even among the foreign workers
inside Germany, this possible explanation
of the absence of German aircraft and
U-boats cannot' be dismissed.
Therefore, at the end of the fourth day
of the invasion, people in England are
still cautious in their confidence. I listened tonight to a broadcast by Raymond
Gram Swing. He emphasized how much
people in America share with the people over here this appreciation of the
gravity as well as of the solemnity of the
moment. We have had three more years
of war than you and we are so short a
distance from the beaches where our
joint forcesare fighting; we had not therefore quite expected that the reaction in
America would so closely resemble our
own. In the Supreme Headquarters of
the Allied Expeditionary Force all distinction of nationality has disappeared.
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We wonder how much it has been lessened
between the soldiers of humbler rank
during these months of waiting.
For some inexplicable reason one of my
most vivid pictures of these last four days
is that of a Negro soldier sitting on the
parapet of a fourteenth-century bridge in
an Englishhamlet ofthatched cottages, and
twanging a banjo as he sang nostalgically
of the Southern states at home.
CCoaturday morning, June 10th. So much for
~ these first four days. This morning
there .issunshine and only a light breeze.
The landing of material on the beaches
will be speeded up.
The newspapers are filled with inspiring
accounts of the enthusiasm and the cooperation of the French. And four years
ago today, when these same Frenchmen
were defeated and down and out, Mussolini declared war on them. At the
beginning of this eventful week Rome was
recaptured, and the flag of France flies
again not only over the French Embassy
there but from the windows of the cottages
in this small corner of France won back
from Hitler by your soldiers and ours.
The wheel of history is turning full circle.

